
Tableware with supporting features

ENCOURAGING INDEPENDENCE
WITH EATING AND DRINKING



TABLEWARE WITH SUPPORTING FEATURES

SMART DESIGN BRINGS EVERYONE TO THE TABLE
Eating together is an important social event and one of life’s simple daily pleasures – provided everyone can 
participate and enjoy their food. The award-winning family tableware by ORNAMIN has been designed with 
style as well as function, removing any stigma or embarrassment about using adaptive crockery because its 
supportive features are hidden in its design. Additionally, the smart ideas are combined with great materials 
which make the tableware e.g. extremely light and very sturdy.

These smart ideas make life simpler and encourage independence:
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SLOPED BASE
Design with a whole new slant. The colourful, attractive plate 
boasts a cleverly concealed sloped base and discreet protruding 
lip, both of which make it easier for people eating with one hand 
to access food with a fork or spoon.

INTERNAL CONE
Raise your cup, not your head. The cone-shaped interior allows 
you to drink from the mug without tilting your head back, so that 
people who have physical limitations or are bed-bound can 
drink with ease. 

RAISED EDGES
Spreading made easy. A slightly raised surface can make all 
the difference – for instance, when you can only use one hand. 
That’s why our Non-slip Boards have raised edges on three sides 
that will prevent a slice of bread from sliding off. 

NON-SLIP FUNCTION
Well in hand. Just try to keep your hands off these products. De-
corative features, grip pads and a mug sleeve made from a spe-
cial non-slip material ensure a fi rm grip even when the mug is 
moist or when hands shake or lack sensation. 

BRAKE FUNCTION
This is a non-slip zone. Sometimes it’s the areas you’re least likely 
to notice that conceal something special. In the case of our 
plates and bowls, it’s under the base, where a clever non-slip ring 
ensures that nothing slides around when you’re eating.

non-slip 
ring

conventional 
cup

Non-slip Cup
with Flower

conventional
mug

Mug with
Internal Cone

THERMAL FUNCTION
Keep Warm Plate and Bowl
Hot stays hot and cold stays cold. The hollow space between the 
inner plate and the outer plate can be fi lled with hot water, cold 
water or crushed ice. This way the food stays warm (or cold) for 
longer giving slow eaters more time to enjoy their meal.  

Keep Warm Mugs
The mugs also have a double-sided wall, but instead of water 
the insulator is air. The air insulation helps maintaining the desired 
temperature of fl uids for longer making it more enjoyable to drink.

easy to fill

hot water cold water

double wall double wall

air insulation air insulation

OUR FEATURES: THE GLORIOUS 6 
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PRODUCT-FINDER EATING

Non-slip bottom and  
raised edges!

Sloped base, discreet protruding
lip and non-slip bottom! 

SYMPTOM EASY EATING THE FEATURES

easy to fi ll

limited movement in hands; 
shaky hands or tremor;
limited motor skills; 
one-handed

Please scan the code to watch 
the product videos explaining 
the supportive
features or go to
go.ornamin.com/
EnglishVideos

PLATES AND BOWL
WITH SLOPED BASE
Model 903
Model 902
Model 901

p. 6

PLATE GUARD
Model 709

Fits various plates!

SPOON GUARD
Model 710

p. 16

Fits ordinary dining spoons!

NON-SLIP BOARD
Model 900

NON-SLIP BOARD
Model 910

p. 7

FOOD PREPARATION HELP
Model 960

p. 7

Perfect addition to the
Non-slip Boards!
For buns, cheese,
veggies and fruits!

CUTLERY SET
Model 983
Model 981
Model 982

p. 16

S-shaped silhouette and 
ergonomically shaped 
slip-on grip pads!

slow eating Thermal function and
non-slip bottom!

KEEP WARM DISH
Model 201
Model 203

p. 8

NEW
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PRODUCT-FINDER DRINKING

LIDS

MUGS
Model 508
Model 510
Model 420
p. 14

Large handle and
cone-shaped interior!

SYMPTOM EASY DRINKING THE FEATURES

207

508 510 420

limited movement in the neck 
and arms;
dysphagia

symptoms of Parkinson‘s or 
Dementia, e.g. shaky hands, 
tremor

MUG WITH 
INTERNAL CONE
Model 905

MUG WITH
INTERNAL CONE
Model 207
p. 10

TWO HANDLED MUG 
INTERNAL CONE
Model 815

p. 10

numb fi ngers;
clammy or shaky hands;
tremor

NON-SLIP CUP SCALE
NON-SLIP CUP FLOWER
Model 820

p. 11

Non-slip effect!

Two extra large 
handles and
cone-shaped interior!

symptoms of Parkinson‘s or 
Dementia, e.g. shaky hands, 
tremor

TWO HANDLED MUG
Model 816

p. 11

Two open handles!

limited movement in the 
fi ngers, e.g. because of gout
or rheumatism

Large handle!

MUG
Model 1201

p. 15

Large open handle!!

dysphagia;
swallowing diffi culties;
shaky hands, tremor;
limited movement in the neck

Combinable with a
large range of cups 
and mugs by
ORNAMIN!

p. 12-14

905905

815815

807

811

806

808

511 512

813

807

807

814

neurological or
dementia syndrome
 

CUP WITH
DRINK TRACKING

p. 15

Monitoring fl uid
consumption
helps improving
hydration!COMING

SOON!
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PLATES AND BOWL
WITH SLOPED BASE
Alongside a fantastic design, the plates and bowl have 
a sloped base and a discreet protruding lip. Both make 
it easier for people with limited hand mobility to access 
food with a fork or spoon.

The interior base is not fl at, but rather slopes towards the 
edge of the plate. Together with a discreet protruding 
lip, the food slides towards the fork or spoon as if by ma-
gic whether tomato soup on the plate or vanilla pudding 
in the bowl. A non-slip ring also guarantees a fi rm stand.

plate guard
plate
non-slip placemat

Plate with Sloped Base:
 • sloped base
 • protruding lip
 • non-slip ring

THE CLEVER 3-IN-1 SOLUTION
Which plate would you
choose to eat from? 

Please scan the code to
watch the product video:

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR 2011

‘The first real eating aid, where the 
benefits do not affect the design, 
but the design even supports the 
benefits.’
Jury des pro-K
Industrieverbandes

or

PLATE WITH SLOPED BASE
Ø 26 cm

Model 901

PLATE WITH SLOPED BASE
Ø 20 cm

Model 902

BOWL WITH SLOPED BASE
Ø 15,5 cm
Model 903
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NON-SLIP BOARDS
Spreading made easy. A slightly raised surface can make 
all the difference – for instance, when you can only use 
one hand. That’s why our Non-slip Boards have raised 
edges on three sides that will prevent a slice of bread 
from sliding off. And the non-slip ring under the base en-
sures that nothing slides around when you are preparing 
your sandwich.

These hidden features make the Non-slip Board the best 
assistant for people with limited hand mobility because 
it encourages independence.

FOOD PREPARATION HELP
The Food Preparation Help is the perfect addition to the 
ORNAMIN Non-slip Boards. 

Attached to the raised edges of 
the boards, it allows for simple 
bun spreading and safe slicing 
of cheese, vegetables and fru-
its. It is easy to assemble and re-
move with one hand. It sits fi rmly 
on the raised edges of the Non-
slip Boards, thus guaranteeing 
it can’t slip during cutting or 
spreading. 

NON-SLIP BOARD
Model 900
22 x 17 cm

Please scan the code to
watch the product video:

NON-SLIP BOARD
Model 910
28 x 21 cm

NEW

FOOD PREPARATION HELP
Model 960
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KEEP WARM DISH
The Keep Warm Plate and the Keep Warm Bowl enable 
even the slowest eater to enjoy their meal to the very last 
bite. Non-slip grip pads not only ensure a safe hold, but 
are also a great way to conceal the openings for the 
thermal function. The big openings are easy to fi ll with 
hot or cold water or crushed ice. A non-slip ring under 
the base ensures that nothing slides around when you 
are eating.

THERMO MUG
Warm things should stay warm and cold things should 
stay cold. The double-sided wall keeps the drink warm or 
cold as required. And its ergonomically designed extra 
large handle ensures a safe handling of the mug.

The Thermo Mug is also available as a ‘firefly’: after stan-
ding next to a source of light for a few minutes the mug 
starts to glow – ideal for an easy access to the mug in 
dark rooms.

Also available with cone-shaped interior (see page 10).

easy to fi ll

hot water cold water

Please scan the code to
watch the product video:

KEEP WARM BOWL 200 ml
Model 203

KEEP WARM PLATE Ø 25,5 cm
Model 201

THERMO MUG 260 ml
Model 206
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CHILDREN'S TABLEWARE
For little heroes with big appetites: The child-friendly cro-
ckery ‘For little heroes’ by ORNAMIN makes every mealti-
me big fun for all kids. It is made of practically unbreaka-
ble melamine that can withstand almost anything. The 
bowl and plates come with two colourful non-slip grip 
pads each, while a colourful non-slip sleeve is provided 
for the cup. This ensures that every piece is easy to pick 
up, even for the smallest, clumsiest hands. Additionally 
a non-slip ring under the base guarantees a fi rm stand. 

All in all, the children’s tableware ‘For little heroes’ by
ORNAMIN encourages children to eat and drink inde-
pendently as its size, weight and features are adjusted to 
the motor skills and power of children.

ORNAMIN offers a wide range 
of tableware for children like 
our Keep Warm Dish with 
child-friendly decorations.

KEEP WARM BOWL
Model 203

KEEP WARM PLATE
Model 201

PLATE FLAT Ø 25 cm
Model 301

PLATE DEEP Ø 25 cm
Model 302

BOWL 200 ml
Model 303

CUP 160 ml
Model 304

Please scan the code to
watch the product video:
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MUGS WITH
INTERNAL CONE

Function on the outside, geometry on the inside. In ad-
dition to the effective thermal function, the mugs hide a 
cone-shaped interior. This means that even people who 
are bed-bound or have limited movement in the neck 
and arms can satisfy their thirst. And in contrast to the 
nose cut-out cups that are often used for people with 
physical limitations, the Mugs with Internal Cone are also 
intuitive to use and require no explanation.

It’s all made possible thanks to the cone-shaped inte-
rior, which tapers towards the bottom and looks like an 
ice cream cone. This clever feature enables people to 
drink by themselves without having to tilt the head back-
wards. The nose no longer gets in the way, either. And 
since its function is concealed within the mug’s interior, it 
looks no different to our conventional thermo mugs. The 
users therefore never feel embarrassed, discriminated 
against or alienated, but rather part of the group – just 
like they should. 

PRODUCT OF THE YEAR 2011

‘The alternative drinking aid in a
  trendy design!’ (Model 905)

Jury des pro-K
Industrieverbandes

The Mug with Internal Cone is available in three 
designs: 
 • Model 905: classic shapeed handle
 • Model 207: ergonomic XXL-handle
 • Model 815: two ergonomic XXL-handles

conventional mug Mug with
Internal Cone

Please scan the code to
watch the product video:

MUG WITH INTERNAL CONE
140 ml

Model 207

MUG WITH INTERNAL CONE
140 ml

Model 905

TWO HANDLED MUG WITH
INTERNAL CONE

140 ml
Model 815

INTERNAL
CONE
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NON-SLIP CUP WITH FLOWER
NON-SLIP CUP WITH SCALE 

The design is made of a special material with a powerful 
non-slip effect. It not only looks great, but also noticeab-
ly improves comfort while drinking. The strong grip makes 
drinking a relaxed pleasure, even for people with restricted 
hand mobility.  

The Non-Slip Cup Flower combines a fresh design with an 
intelligent function. Even in clammy or shaky hands, this 
cup promises not to slip through your fi ngers. The transpa-
rent Non-Slip Cup Scale not only offers a pleasant grip and 
a fi rm hold, but also allows the contents to be checked 
quickly and easily.

TWO HANDLED MUG
The two open handles offer a firm and secure hold and there-
fore a safe handling. Thanks to the integrated scale an easy 
and quick control of the content is possible. The mug is light 
weight, sturdy, dishwasher safe and mircrowaveable.

The Two Handled Mug is also available with Internal Cone (see 
page 10).

CUP SCALE
The functional cup has an integrated scale for an easy and 
quick content control. Its special surface structure offers a 
firm hold. The cup is light weight, sturdy, dishwasher safe and 
mircrowaveable.

NON-SLIP CUP
WITH FLOWER

220 ml
Model 820

NON-SLIP CUP
WITH SCALE

220 ml
Model 820

TWO HANDLED MUG
220 ml

Model 816

CUP SCALE
220 ml

Model 805

Please scan the code to
watch the product video:
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DRINKING LID 806
• prevents splashes and spills
• due to the length of the spout   
 there is no need to tilt the head  
 when drinking
• for beverages (small hole)

DRINKING LID 813
• inconspicuous drinking lid
• sits discreetly inside the cup
• intuitiv use: drinking from all
 sides is possible
• prevents splashes and spills

LID 812
• for safe transport of drinks
• sits tightly on the cup
• a small hole allows hot air and   
 carbon dioxide to escape

* Please note that all illustrated drinking lids can be combined with all illustrated cups!

Model 820

Model 820

DRINKING LIDS AND LIDS*

Model 816

DRINKING LID 807
• prevents splashes and spills
• due to the length of the spout   
 there is no need to tilt the head  
 when drinking
• for thickened liquids or mash
 (big hole)

Model 820

NEW
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DRINKING LIDS 811 AND 814
• inconspicuous drinking lids for
 controlled liquid intake
• hole can be used to pinch a straw
• 814: all around holes make it
 possible to drink from all sides
• prevents splashes and spills

SPOUTED LID NON DRIP 808
• fl uid intake is determined by suction
• minimises the risk of choking
• enables spills to be limited to a
 couple of drips
• due to the length of the spout there   
 is no need to tilt the head when drinking

Model 905 Model 805

Models 206, 207, 815

conventional
drinking lid

Spouted Lid
Non Drip
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MUGS WITH HANDLE
The Mug 508 and Mug 510 have extra large handles 
which offer a secure hold and therefore support safe 
drinking. Also, the mugs ensure practical and space-
saving storage.

The Mug 420 is charaterised by its modern and colourful 
design. Its handle also offers a secure hold and supports 
safe drinking. The mug is light weight, sturdy, dishwasher 
safe and mircrowaveable just like the Mugs 508 und 510.

511 512

MUG 220 ml
Model 508

MUG 300 ml
Model 510

MUG 260 ml
Model 420

SPOUTED LIDS
The Mugs 508, 510 and 420 are combinable with the 
Spouted Lids 511 and 512. The Spouted Lid 511 with a small 
hole is suitable for drinks and the Spouted Lid 512 with a 
big hole is suitable for thickened fl uids or mash.

PLATZHALTER

MUG 260 ml
Model 420

PLATZHALTER
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CUP WITH DRINK TRACKING
Nutrition and hydration are important concerns in care settings 
– whether in residential homes, hospitals or at home. Improving 
hydration can bring well-being and better quality of life for pati-
ents, allow reduced use of medication and prevent illness.

To help older people reduce their risk of dehydration it is import-
ant to recognise when the person is not drinking enough. There-
fore ORNAMIN invented a cup that monitors the fl uid consump-
tion and transmits the data electronically via wifi . This makes it is 
easier to keep track for care professionals as well as caregiving 
relatives. To make sure the data is accurate the cup can diffe-
rentiate if fl uids have been drunk or spilled.

Besides monitoring how much has been drunk the cup also gi-
ves acoustic and optic signals to remind the person to drink. The 
acoustic signal can also be used for localising the cup.

The Cup with Drink Tracking will be available in spring of 2019. In 
the fi nal phase of development more functions might be added. 
Customized programming is also possible.

If you have any questions or feedback please feel free to con-
tact us (contact info on the back of this brochure). We always 
appreciate any input to improve our products.

MUG
For unrestricted coffee and 
tea pleasure: Thanks to its er-
gonomically shaped, open 
handle and its light weight, this 
elegant mug sits comfortably 
and securely in the hand and 
allows independent drinking 
even with limited fi nger mobili-
ty, for instance through gout or 
rheumatism.

It also ensures practical and 
space-saving storage.

PLATZHALTER

CUP WITH
DRINK TRACKING 

300 ml

MUG 300 ml
Model 1201

COMING

SOON!

CUP WITH
DRINK TRACKING 

300 ml
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CUTLERY SET
With its ergonomically shaped, slip-on grip pads the Cut-
lery Set guarantees a fi rm hold. Thanks to the non-slip 
material TPE the cutlery stays put, even in clammy, numb 
or shaky hands.

The S-shaped silhouette of the fork and spoon offers di-
screet support when lifting, holding and guiding the cut-
lery. The round grip of the knife allows it to sit comfortably 
in hands of all sizes, and can be placed between the 
middle and index fi ngers, for instance – for a confi dent 
grip when holding and cutting.

Simplified
spooning.

SPOON GUARD
The Spoon Guard is the perfect and discreet addition to 
ordinary dining spoons. It ensures the food stays put even 
with shaky hands which makes it ideal for people living 
with Parkinson’s Disease. Its fl exible material is tasteless 
(certifi ed for food). It is easy to use and suited for multiple 
uses.  

For more information go to: www.tremor-spoon.co.uk

EATING AND DRINKING WITH DEMENTIA

KNIFE
Model 981

SPOON
Model 982

FORK
Model 983
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THE RED RANGE
Eating and drinking habits often change in those
affected by dementia: they have less hunger and 
thirst and no longer understand the need to eat 
or drink. The functional tableware by ORNAMIN is 
based on one main principle: eating is a visual 
process too. Clear shapes and contrasting colours 
help to make eating and drinking simpler and 
easier to do. Our tip: Red is the colour of dementia 
because it has a positive effect on the appetite, 
provides orientation and is a colour that those 
suffering from dementia can still recognise even 
in the advanced stages and it makes contrasts in 
colour easy to see. 

The plates, bowls, cups and boards are also cha-
racterised by their intuitive handling. The supporti-
ve features hidden in the design make everyday 
challenges easier to overcome. This promotes 
independence and a feeling of self-esteem. And: 
something that is practised everyday is harder to 
forget. 

Clear shapes and contrasting colours give orientation.

EATING AND DRINKING WITH DEMENTIA

For more information about the subject of eating and drinking with disabilities go to www.ornamin.co.uk/care
or ask for our leaflets:
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LESS WEIGHT AND
LESS NOISE PRODUCTION

Relief for kitchen staff and guests. 

STURDY AND 
DURABLE

Less shards mean
less need for

 replacements.

Dishes do not have to be preheated.

OUR TARE IS CORRECT
Low weight tolerances.

SAVING POWER MEANS SAVING COSTS AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

Less power consumption in the dishwasher.

MORE THAN 60 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Whether it’s adults or children, any time several people gather around a table, the constant noise can 
sometimes be quite irritating. ORNAMIN tableware is pleasantly quiet, which is good news to both the dining 
guests and the kitchen staff. It is also especially light, which is primarily noticeable when you are carrying a 
tray of several plates and bowls to your table. Two benefits, in particular, that are easy on the wallet are the 
extreme sturdiness and the energy-saving material. 

The average breakage rate of melamine tableware is just 2 % (in comparison the average break- 
age rate of porcelain is 33 %). Fewer breaks means long durability and less need for replace-
ments, whilst the low thermal capacity ensures that food stays warm for longer without preheating 
and less energy is required for cleaning. What’s more, the weight tolerances of melamine tablewa-
re are much lower than those of porcelain, so that the tare weight is always right with ORNAMIN. And, 
finally, there is the issue of eco-friendliness. Due to the materials used, the tableware is fully recyclable. And 
ORNAMIN offers a warranty on manufacturing defects, provided the care instructions have been followed 
(normal signs of tear and wear excluded).

By the way: Tableware made of melamine is perfectly suitable for decorations. You can either choose from 
the wide range of designs offered by ORNAMIN or create a customised design.

TABLEWARE FOR CATERING AND HOSPITALITY 

energy-
saving

very
durable

extremely
sturdy

particulary
light

pleasantly
quiet

correct
tare

Ornamin 
warranty*

*Ornamin offers a 30-year warranty against manufacturing defects. Only if the directions for  
 use and care instuctions are followed. This warranty does not cover normal wear and tear.

**On request the Ornamin tableware can be equipped with RFID technology.

brilliant 
optic

customised
designs

less need for
replacements

dishwasher
safe

RFID
ready**
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CLASSIC STYLE TABLEWARE
The Classic Style Tableware series by ORNAMIN offers a 
stylish solution for canteens, cafeterias, schools, daycare 
centres, nursing homes and hospitals. The plates are cha-
racterized by a narrow rim which clearly separates the
large inner surface of the plates. Both the rim and the inner 
surface of the plates are suited for decorations which can 
be chosen from the wide range offered by ORNAMIN or 
individually designed.

PLATE FLAT Ø 22 cm
Model 503

ELEGANT STYLE TABLEWARE
Modern design meets sustainable material: The broad rim 
of the plate in combination with the smooth transition to 
the inner surface provides for an elegant appearance. The 
noble white of the tableware underlines this impression. 
The rim of the plates is suited for decorations which can be 
chosen from the wide range offered by ORNAMIN or indi-
vidually designed. All in all this tableware series combines 
aesthetic, economic and environmental aspects in a classy 
way.

ORNAMIN offers a wide range 
of plates, bowls and cups.

For a complete overview feel 
free to contact us.

LESS WEIGHT AND
LESS NOISE PRODUCTION

Relief for kitchen staff and guests. 

STURDY AND 
DURABLE

Less shards mean
less need for

 replacements.

Dishes do not have to be preheated.

OUR TARE IS CORRECT
Low weight tolerances.

SAVING POWER MEANS SAVING COSTS AND THE ENVIRONMENT 

Less power consumption in the dishwasher.

PLATE DEEP Ø 22 cm
Model 505

PLATE FLAT Ø 26 cm
Model 504

PLATE DEEP Ø 24 cm
Model 1205

PLATE FLAT Ø 22 cm
Model 1203

PLATE FLAT Ø 27 cm
Model 1204
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Ornamin-Kunststoffwerke GmbH & Co. KG
Kuckuckstraße 20a-24

D-32427 Minden

T.: +49 (0) 571 888 08 0
F.: +49 (0) 571 888 08 77

info@ornamin.com

Made in Germany
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www.ornamin.com




